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Vision
Transform Young Aspirant Learners Towards Creativity And Professionalism For Societal Growth Through Quality Technical Education.

Mission
- To Share Values, Ideas, Beliefs By Encouraging Faculties And Students For Welfare Of Society.
- To Acquire The Environment Of Learning To Bridge The Gap Between Industry And Academics.
- To Enhance Diverse Career Opportunities Among Students For Building Nation.
- To Transfer The Suitable Technology, Particularly For Rural Development.

Department: Electronics And Telecommunication

Vision
To Prepare Electronics & Telecommunication Engineers For The Benefit Of The Society.

Mission
- To Provide Quality Education To Students
- To Enrich The Skill In Collaboration With Industry For Better Career Opportunity
- To Inculcate Ethics, Values And Environment Awareness
Program Educational Objectives (PEOs):

E & TC engineering graduates will be able to

- Have a successful professional career in Electronic and Communication Engineering and related fields.
- Apply the knowledge of electronics engineering to solve challenges faced by industry and nation.
- Demonstrate leadership qualities with professional and ethical practices.
- Adopt to changing professional and societal needs and Engage in lifelong learning.

Program Specific Outcomes (PSOs):

E & TC engineering graduates will be able to

- Apply their skills in designing, implementing and testing electronic systems.
- Demonstrate proficiency in use of modern electronic design automation (EDA) tools.
- Communicate and work effectively as individuals and as team members.